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red moon games presents your favorite soothing secret adventure set in a
terrifying, yet exciting fantasy world. after the incident in the village of calaver,

pamela cavendish became world famous by revealing the secrets of the
scandinavian world. now, she is determined to retrieve lost object one by one and

lead to their origin and to save the world. meanwhile, she becomes a target of more
and more dangerous enemies. [read more..] about secret of the norse gods and the
red moon endless fables: dark moor collector s edition endless fables 3: dark moor

is a fantastic hidden object puzzle adventure game developed by artifex mundi.
after solving the case of minotaur and secret of norse gods, pamela cavendish, the
world-famous anthropologist, travels to her nieces birthday in northern scotland.

joyful ceremony turns into thrilling adventure, after the girl becomes kidnapped by
a banshee from the other world. noras life is at stake and the red moon is rising.

pools lead pamela to a haunted house, guarded by even more terrifying monsters.
red moon games presents your favorite soothing secret adventure set in a

terrifying, yet exciting fantasy world. after the incident in the village of calaver,
pamela cavendish became world famous by revealing the secrets of the

scandinavian world. now, she is determined to retrieve lost object one by one and
lead to their origin and to save the world. meanwhile, she becomes a target of more
and more dangerous enemies. [read more..] about secret of the norse gods and the
red moon endless fables: dark moor collector s edition eipix entertainment proudly
presents a new magical thriller series in the andersen accounts! a happy reunion

with an old friend quickly turns dark when shes kidnapped by an unknown assailant!
with a rise in people using magical ink to gain incredible powers, nothings as it

seems in bay city. its up to you to traverse a dangerous city filled with fabled foes
to save your [read more.] about the andersen accounts chapter one collectors

edition
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